
TAKE ME, I’M

FREE

FUN PROJECT IDEAS WITH 
DECOART’S NEW MAGIKOTETM

Available in 
8 oz. & 16 oz.

 TRANSFORM STYROFOAM® 
                 into a PAINTABLE 
                         SURFACE!

 Easily



CUTTING OUT SHAPES

• Use a Styrofoam® 
cutter for smoothest 
results. Battery 
operated and 
electric versions 
with heated wire, 
as well as electric 
“knives” that work by melting through 
the Styrofoam® as you guide it through, 
are available. The heated wire versions 
work well for tight designs on smaller 
pieces of foam. The “knives” are great 
for larger or thicker foam.

SHAPING

• Sanding is the 
easiest way to shape 
Styrofoam® once the 
basic shape is cut out. 
Use coarse sandpaper 
to quickly remove larger 
areas and medium 
to fine sandpaper to 
smooth out small areas by hand.

CARVING

• A heat tool that 
can be used is 
called VersaToolTM 
by Walnut 
Hollow. This 
tool has several 
interchangeable 
tips that can be used for cutting foam as 
well as wood burning. This tool makes 
quick work of carving detail into foam. 
Just be aware that there will be a strong 
odor involved. Wearing a proper safety 
mask is advised. 

ADDING DETAILS

• Use objects found 
around your 
household to detail 
your Styrofoam® 
project. Use 
toothpicks, dowels, 
pencils, forks, etc. 
to poke holes, 
make dots, or add texture.

Ask any crafter who has tried to paint Styrofoam® surfaces, and they will undoubtedly 
share their frustrations with coating the porous, but affordable, surface. To relieve 

those frustrations, DecoArt proudly introduces a revolutionary new product that coats 
the surface of Styrofoam® quickly and easily, allowing users to create smooth and lightly 
textured surfaces for painting.

MagiKoteTM transforms Styrofoam® into a paintable surface. Simply carve or sculpt Styrofoam® into 
your desired shape and then cover with MagiKoteTM to create paintable, dimensional projects. 

For flat surfaces, apply two to three coats onto Styrofoam® using a palette knife, trowel, or 
craft stick, depending on surface size. For rounded and carved projects, apply MagiKoteTM 
with a paint brush. Sanding between coats will produce a smoother finish. MagiKoteTM is 
non-toxic and cleans up easily with soap and water while wet. 



STEP-BY-STEP

DecoArt® 
Specialty Products
DS105 MagiKoteTM

DS29 Walnut Gel StainTM

Americana® Acrylics
DAO10 Cadmium Yellow
DA238 Canyon Orange
DA257 Bleached Sand
DA271 Espresso
DA284 Spicy Mustard

Glamour DustTM

DAS37 Crystal  

Supplies
Styrofoam® rectangle
Bristle fan brush or 
large old scruffy brush
¾” flat brush
Water container
Palette or plastic plate
Paper towels
Tracing & transfer paper
Styrofoam® cutter or 
serrated knife
Craft knife
Coarse sandpaper
Assorted size pearls
Craft glue or glue dots
Permanent black markerAllow to dry between 

painting steps.

1.Trace starfish pattern onto foam with marker.

2. Use Styrofoam® cutter or serrated knife to carefully cut out shape.

3. Use craft knife to remove edges and round out starfish arms, 
leaving raised, flat area in center of each arm. (Refer to photo for 
placement.)

4. Use sandpaper to smooth rough edges and define shape of arms.

5. Use fan brush or old scruffy brush to apply MagiKoteTM over starfish. 
Set aside to dry for a few hours or place in front of fan to reduce 
dry time. Use sandpaper to smooth any areas you wish to change or 
define.

6. Apply second coat of MagiKoteTM. Set aside to dry.

7. Use ¾” flat brush to paint entire starfish Spicy Mustard. While wet, 
pick up Canyon Orange on corner of brush and blend around raised 
flat area on each arm. Let dry.

8. Lightly tap Espresso on each raised flat area. Let dry.

9. Coat starfish with Walnut Gel Stains. Immediately wipe back with 
slightly dampened paper towel or soft cloth. Let dry.

10. Use fan brush and Cadmium Yellow to lightly dry brush starfish.
Repeat using Bleached Sand.

11. Position evenly-spaced glue dots on raised flat areas of arms. Firmly 
press pearls into glue dots.

12. Coat starfish with Crystal Glamour Dust.

STYROFOAM® STARFISH
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DecoArt® 
Specialty Products
DS105 MagiKoteTM

DS18 Faux Glazing 
Medium
DS101 DecoupageTM 
Matte

Americana® 
Acrylics
DAO67 Lamp Black
DA129 True Red
DA164 Light Buttermilk

Supplies
Styrofoam® sheet
1” basecoat brush or 
sponge brush

¾” flat brush
Bristle fan brush or 
large, old scruffy brush
Styrofoam® cutter
Water container
Palette or plastic plate
Paper towels
Sandpaper
Scrapbook paper of 
your choice
Letter punch-outs or 
stickers of your choice
Craft knife
Ruler
Permanent black 
marker

HEART IN SHADOWBOX

Allow to dry between painting steps.
1. Use ruler and marker to measure and mark two identical sized squares on Styrofoam® sheet. 

2. Use ruler and craft knife to cut out squares.

3. Measure and mark smaller square inside one square. Use ruler and craft knife to remove 
center forming frame. (Save center for another use.)

4. Use marker to draw heart to fit inside of frame. Use Styrofoam® cutter to cut out shape. Sand 
to round edges and smooth out. 

5. Use marker to draw swirls on heart face. Following swirl patterns, push brush handle end into 
foam at angle. Smooth down edges on each side of swirls with brush handle.

6. Coat face of frame, remaining square, and heart top with MagiKoteTM. Let dry and repeat 
application. Sand between coats, if desired.

7. Use bristle fan brush or old scruffy brush to apply final layer of MagiKoteTM on frame face 
creating texture. Set aside to dry.

8. Cut scrapbook paper to fit square.  Apply Matte DecoupageTM on square, position paper, and 
smooth out with fingers from center out to edges.  Apply another coat of Matte DecoupageTM 
and let dry.

9. Position frame piece over square and secure with glue. Fill crevices on edges with more 
MagiKoteTM. Let dry.

10. Paint frame Light Buttermilk and heart, True Red.

11. Seal frame and heart with Matte DecoupageTM.

12. Use brush handle end or other object to distress frame by pressing into Styrofoam® randomly. 
It should resemble stone. (Refer to photo.)

13. Following label instructions, mix Faux Glazing Medium, Lamp Black, and water to make glaze. 
Brush glaze over heart. Immediately wipe back with paper towel or soft cloth, leaving glaze in 
crevices. Repeat on frame.

14. Seal as desired.



DecoArt® 
Specialty Products
DS105 MagiKoteTM

DS101 DecoupageTM 
Gloss

Americana® 
Acrylics
DAO1 Snow White
DAO4 Sand
DAO67 Lamp Black
DA133 Hauser Dark 
Green
DA184 French Vanilla
DA230 Festive Green

Dazzling 
Metallics®

DA263 Splendid Gold

Supplies
Styrofoam® sheet
Styrofoam® cutter
Scissors
Craft knife
Bristle fan brush or 
large, old scruffy brush
¾” flat brush
1” flat brush
#0 liner brush
Water container
Palette or plastic plate

Paper towels
Tracing paper 
Transfer paper
Scrapbook paper of 
your choice
Permanent black 
marker
Cork
Sandpaper
Low-temp hot glue 
gun and glue stick
Ruler
Chalk pencil

WINE BOTTLE

Allow to dry between painting steps.
1. Use permanent marker to draw bottle shape on Styrofoam® sheet.

2. Use Styrofoam® cutter to cut out shape.

3. Sand to round out edges on bottle neck and body.

4. Use craft knife to detail bottle top and hollow out opening for 
cork.

5. Use fan brush or old scruffy brush to apply MagiKoteTM over 
entire surface. Let dry.  Apply one or two more coats allowing 
to dry between coats.

6. Sand to smooth out as desired.

7. Paint bottle Hauser Dark Green. While wet, highlight some areas 
with Festive Green.

8. Use liner brush and Snow White to add highlights on bottle neck 
and body. (Refer to photo for placement.)

9. Use ruler and chalk pencil to mark label area and band on bottle 
neck.

10. Use ¾” flat brush to paint label area French Vanilla and Splendid 
Gold on the bottle neck band.

11. Cut scrapbook paper smaller than label area.  Apply paper on 
surface using Gloss DecoupageTM following label instructions.

12. Use ruler and chalk pencil to mark off block on scrapbook label. 
Paint block Sand.

13. When dry, use liner brush and Lamp Black to do lettering.

14. After completely dry, use 1” flat brush to coat entire bottle with 
Gloss DecoupageTM or sealer of your choice.

15. Position cork inside neck opening and secure with glue.



DecoArt® Specialty 
Products
DS105 MagiKoteTM

Patio Paint®

DCP07 Geranium Red
DCP14 Cloud White
DCP21 Wrought Iron Black
DCP41 Carnation Pink
DCP48 Burgundy Rose
DCP56 Bright Lime Green
DCP57 Marigold
DCP60 Deep Buttercup
DCP450 Crystal 

Supplies
Styrofoam®

Small twigs from yard 
(for mushroom stems)
#12 flat brush
#2 round brush
Water container
Palette or plastic plate
Paper towels
Kitchen knife or similar to 
cut Styrofoam® into basic 
shapes
Tacky glue
Sandpaper (medium to 
coarse)

MAGIKOTETM MUSHROOMS

Allow to dry between painting steps.
1. Cut Styrofoam® into various sized ovals to resemble mushroom 

caps, then using sandpaper, shape mushroom cap, as desired. For 
thicker caps, sand deeper on underbelly so that it looks concave and 
more umbrella-like in shape.

2. Paint one coat of MagiKoteTM and allow to dry. Sand lightly. Repeat this step twice more on 
both sides of cap.

3. Gather twigs. Gently push fatter end of twig up into underside of cap, being careful not to go all 
the way through. Use tacky glue to hold in place. Do not proceed until this glue is 100% dry; it 
will be clear then, and you will paint right over it.

4. Using Patio Paints, paint caps as desired. Those shown for this project are painted as described below:

5. Large Red Mushroom: Basecoat entire mushroom Geranium Red. Allow to dry, then randomly 
paint patches of Geranium Red on top. Paint underbelly Wrought Iron Black. With Cloud White, 
randomly place small and larger dots on top using brush handle (swirl to make them larger). 
Streak some thin lines of Cloud White on bottom underbelly as well, for dimension. When dry, 
using brush handle again, make another dot on top of Cloud White ones using Wrought Iron 
Black. Finish by dry brushing Wrought Iron Black up from underside of cap, as shown in photo.

6. Medium Pink Mushroom: Basecoat top of mushroom Carnation Pink. Paint underbelly Cloud 
White. Randomly place Burgundy Rose dots on top in various sizes. Dry brush bottom using 
Wrought Iron Black. When completely dry, paint two coats of Crystal for glittery shine.

7. Medium Burgundy Rose Mushroom: Basecoat top of mushroom Burgundy Rose.  Paint 
underbelly Wrought Iron Black, then dry brush it slightly up bottom of cap. Using handle of 
brush, make dots of varied sizes with Carnation Pink and Cloud White. Dry brush bottom of 
cap again (over Wrought Iron Black) using Bright Lime Green. Paint two coats of Crystal on top, 
if desired.

8. Medium Size Deep Buttercup Mushroom: Basecoat top Deep Buttercup. Dry brush Geranium 
Red up from bottom. Create varied sizes of dots using Cloud White. Paint underbelly Cloud 
White, then dry brush with Wrought Iron Black, dragging some up sides.

9. Small Red Mushroom: Basecoat entire mushroom Geranium Red. Paint streaks on underbelly 
using Cloud White.  Using handle of brush, create various dots with Marigold. 



DecoArt® Specialty 
Products
DS105 MagiKoteTM

DS60 DuraClear 
Matte Varnish

Americana® 
Acrylics
DAO1 Snow White
DAO67 Lamp Black
DA159 Cherry Red
DA275 Sour Apple
DA298 Purple Wave

Supplies
Two 1” 
Styrofoam® balls 
25/16” x 31/16” 
Styrofoam® egg 

¾” flat brush
0 liner brush
#8 flat brush
Water container
Palette or plastic 
plate
Paper towels
Sandpaper
Empty egg carton 
(for stand)
Two toothpicks
Scissors
White craft glue
Orange skinny 
chenille stem
8” of orange yarn
Black marker

EGG MONSTER

Allow to dry between painting steps.
1. Cut two 1” Styrofoam® balls in half. (Save one half for another project. You will need three 

halves for monster.) 

2. Paint egg and three ball-halves with MagiKoteTM. (Three coats is ideal.)

3. When completely dry, sand Styrofoam® pieces lightly to smooth out MagiKoteTM. Dust off with 
soft brush.

4. Paint egg with two coats of Cherry Red. 

5. Paint two ball-halves Lamp Black.

6. Paint third ball-half Snow White. When dry, use #8 flat brush and Sour Apple to paint circle 
onto Snow White ball to create iris. When dry, use handle end of brush dipped in Lamp Black 
to add pupil.

7. Use handle end of brush dipped in Purple Wave to add polka dots to Cherry Red egg.

8. Use #8 flat brush and Snow White to add fangs; liner brush and Lamp Black to add mouth.

9. Use black marker to draw on eyebrow.

10. Cut toothpick in half. Line up Lamp Black feet with bottom of Cherry Red egg. Poke toothpick 
into bottom of egg where you want feet to go. Insert toothpick almost all the way in, then 
remove it. Insert pointed end of toothpick into round side of foot.  Add some craft glue to 
toothpick at base of foot, then insert toothpick into hole created in egg. Repeat for other foot.

11. Cut second toothpick in half (you’ll only need one half) and repeat same process for eye as you 
did for feet.

12. Add coat of DuraClear Matte Varnish to entire monster.

13. Cut chenille stem into four equal pieces. Insert two into each side of monster and bend into arms.

14. Cut yarn into four pieces approximately 2” in length. Use extra toothpick half to poke hole 
in top of monster’s head. Add dot of glue to hole, then place yarn over hole at halfway point. 
Using toothpick, push center of yarn into hole. (This will cause yarn to double and stand up.) 
Repeat for remaining yarn pieces.
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DecoArt® Specialty 
Products
DS105 MagiKoteTM

DS48 Pearlizing Medium

Americana® Acrylics
DA215 Peony Pink
DA239 Warm White
DA276 Razzle Berry
DA294 Mulberry

Glamour DustTM

DAS37 Crystal  

Supplies
Styrofoam® sheet
Bristle fan brush or large, 
old scruffy brush
¾” flat brush
Water container
Palette or plastic plate
Paper towels
Tracing & transfer paper
Styrofoam® cutter or 
serrated knife
Craft knife
Coarse sandpaper
Assorted size pearls
Craft glue or glue dots
Permanent black marker 

DecoArt® Specialty 
Products
DS105 MagiKoteTM

DS21 DuraClearTM Satin 
Varnish

Americana® Acrylics
DAO67 Lamp Black
DA270 Ocean Blue
DHS1 Scorching Yellow
DHS2 Torrid Orange
DHS5 Thermal Green
DHS6 Electric Blue

Supplies
Styrofoam® sheet
1” flat brush or 
sponge brush
Sea sponge
Palette knife
Styrofoam® cutter
Scissors
Water container
Palette or plastic plate
Paper towels
Tracing & transfer paper
Poster paper

Low-temp glue gun 
Glue sticks
Sandpaper, optional
Five 32” pieces of 
24-gauge silver jewelry 
wire
Black fun foam
Ruler
Silver paint pen
White thumbtacks

DecoArt® Specialty Products
DS105 MagiKoteTM

DS21 DuraClearTM Satin Varnish

Americana® Acrylics
DAO4 Sand
DAO61 Sable Brown
DAO94 Mississippi Mud
DA257 Bleached Sand

Supplies
Styrofoam® disc
#0 liner brush
#4 round brush
¾” flat brush
Water container
Palette or plastic plate
Paper towels
Dry cloth
Craft knife
Sandpaper
1” x 15 7⁄8”  

STYROFOAM® SEASHELL

NEON GUITAR

GIANT SAND DOLLAR

For full instructions, 
go to decoart.com.

For full instructions, 
go to decoart.com.

For full instructions, 
go to decoart.com.


